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ABSTRACT 
Let F be a Calois field and k be a fixed p .itive integer. The set r,(F) of all 
sequences over F” x ’ is made into a left R-module, where R = F [ Dlkxk. For any 
subset X of R,let &.(X)= {S~r~(F):f(D)S=Oforall VEX}. Let L,(F) be 
the set of all &.( f( D)), where f(O) runs over regular elements of R. Lk( F) is shown 
to be closed under finite sums and intersections. For any regular _f( D), the periodicity 
properties of members of a,( f( 0)) are studied; a theorem giving a canonical form of 
&&( f( D)) is established. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many authors have attempted to develop the theory of blear recurrence 
sequences over some types of rings or modules. (See [I], [2], [3], is], [9], [lo], 
[ll], and [14.) I n most of the cases the structure theory is not as satisfactory 
as over a GaIois field; the reason being that the ring or the module considered 
is too general or the sequences considered are of special hinds. The structure 
theory of prime, principal left and right ideal rings is well developed (see 
[5, 71). Keeping this in view, we consider the ring R = F[ D] kxk, where F is 
a GaIois field. R is a prime, hereditary, principal left and right ideal ring. For 
~(D)=C~_~iii=i E R Ed S=(s,)E I’,(F) indexed by integers n 2 0, de- 
fine f( D)S = (on), where o, = &aiS,,+i. This makes l?,(F) into a left 
R-module. For any regular (i.e., not a zero divisor) f(D) E R, there exists a 
unique monk polynomial X(D) E F[ D] of smallest degree such that RX(D) 
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c Rf( D), and a unique f*(D) E R such that f(D)f*(D) = X(D)Z,. Theo- 
rem 2.3 shows that 
Theorem 2.6 gives a relationship between the periods of members of 52,. f(D)) 
and that of members of S&(X(D)). Theorem 3.2 gives a canonical form of 
S&( f( D)). Finally an elementary example is given to illust;.ate the various 
concepts discussed in the paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We review some results on ring theory, which we need in this paper. 
KUS~ of these can be found in [S]. A module M is said to be uniserial if the 
lattice of its submodules is finite and linearly ordered under inclusion. A ring 
S is said to be generalized uniserial if S = @ Ci,re$ = @Ci_rSei for some 
orthogonal indecomposable idempotents e,, 1~ i 6 r, such that each of e,S 
and Se, is a uniserial module. A finite direct sum of primary generalized 
uuiserial rings is called a uniserial ring. These rings under different terminol- 
ogy are discussed in Faith [5, Chapter 251. Any module over a generalized 
uniserial ring is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Let F be a Galois field. For a fixed positive integer k, let R = F [ Dlkxk 
= Fkxk[D]. For any nonzero ideal RX(D) of R, R/RX(D) is a uniserial 
ring. For f(D) = iXj(D)] E R, adj(f(D)) and If(D)] will denote the adjoint 
and the determinant respectively of f(D). Any A(D) E F [ D] will be identi- 
fied with X(D)Z,, where I, is the k x k identity matrix. Let f(D) E R be 
regular. Since f( l!>).adj(f( D)) = ]f(D)]Z,, $(‘(D)R contains a nonzero ideal. 
So there exists a unique monk polynomial X(D) E F [ D] such that RX(D) is 
the largest ideal contained in Rf(D); hence also in f(D)R. This polynomial 
X(D) is called tire bound of f(D). For any matrix A over any set X, AT 
denotes the transpose of A. For any right ideal Z of a matrix ring skxk over a 
commutative ring S, the Ssubmodule of Skxl consisting of all the columns of 
members of I is called the column module of 1. Given any Ssubmodule K of 
Sk ’ ‘, there exists a unique right ideal J of SkX k whose column module is K; J 
is precisely the set of those matrices in SkX k whose co!umns are in K. We 
have the following (see [S, p. 1361). 
LEMW 1.1. AQ~ tw right id&s I and I' of‘s”” are equal if and only 
if they have the sum? r,,&rnn modules. 
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For any module A4 and any n > 1, M” (also @CyM) denotes the direct 
sum of n copies of M. For general terms in ring theory we refer to Faith [S], 
and for linear recurrence sequences to [9] and [12]. 
2. TME LATTICE Lk(F) 
Throughout, F is a Galois field, and for a fixed positive integer k, 
R = FIDlkxk. Now ,i(F)kx’ is a left R-module such that for [ Aj(D)] E R 
and S=[S,,S, ,..., S,]r~l-r(F)~~r, 
where S( = C:_ l~j( D)Sj. Similarly @ X:I’r( F) is a left R - module. Since 
these two modules and I&F) are isomorphic as left R-modules, we shall 
regard them as the same. We start with the following lemma, which can be 
easily proved by using elementary properties of matrices. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f( I?) = [ Xj(O)] E R be regular with boiL& X(D). 
(i) There exists a uni9~ f*(D) E R such that .f( D,f*( D) = f*( D)f(D) 
= A( D)I,. 
(ii) h(D) divides If(D 
(E) If adj(flD)) = [gij(D)j Ed CL(D) = gcd(gii(D)), then 
f*(D) = c- l 
[ 
gi*( D, l 
P(D) 1 
und X(D) = c-‘r_l(D)-‘If(D where c is the leading coemient of IAD)l. 
(iv) Fm any m&c polynomial v(D) E F[ D], bound(v( D)f( D)) = 
4DP(D) ad (v(Dlf(DN* = f*(D). 
(v) {h(D) E R: flD)h(D) E RX(D)} = f*(D)R and {h(D) E R: 
h(D)f(D) E RX(D)} = Rf*(D). 
(vi) The bound X*(D) of f*(D) is X(D)/IC(D), where K(D) = 
gcd(Aj(o)) 0~ f**(D) = [AjrD)‘~(D!]. 
Consider any regular f(D) = C~_“,,aiDi, a,,, f 0, in R. Since a, E Fkxk 
need not be invertible, ,there may exist distinct sequences S = (8,) and 
S’= (8;) in a,( f(D), With S, = .r: for 0 6 i 6 m - 1. This is unlike the case 
for k = 1. Let X(D) E F [ D] be a manic polynomial of positive degree. For 
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A = [S,,] E n,(A(D))kxk and g(D)= [gij(D)] E R, the usual matrix multi- 
plication g( D)A makes QI(X( D))kxk a left R-module, and 
For any S E 02,(h(D)) with X(D) as its minimal polynomial we know that 
q@(D)) = F[D]S = F[D]/F[D]X(D). 
Here we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A(D) be any nonconstant manic polynomial in F [D], 
and S be any member of 0,(x(D)) having X(D) as its minimal polynomial. 
Then: 
(i) u: R/RA(D) 4 G,jh(D))kxk such thtfm g(D) = [gid(D)] E R, 
u( gtD)) = [gijtDJs] 
is a left R-nwdule isomorphism. 
(ii) For any F [ D]-submodule K of &?,( A( D))kx I, let J be the set of those 
m&rices in &(A( D))kxk whose columns are in K. Then a-‘(J) is a right 
ideal of R/RA( D) with its column module isomorphic to K. 
Proof. (i) is obvious, and (ii) follows from (i) and Lemma (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let f(D) E R be regular with bound A(U). Then 
Qk(ftD)) = .p(D)ok(x(D)zk) 
and 
PrOOf. SiIEe .f*(D).f( D) = A( E))zk, an,( f( E))) C ak( A( D)zk). Choose 
any S E aXA( vfith MD) as its minimal polynomial; one such S is the 
Smy&e: response sequence with characteristic polynomial X(D) [9, Corollary 
8.521. Now &( f(D)) is an F[ D]-submodule of nk( A( D)I,). By Lemma 
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2.2(@, a-l(Qk(f(D))k) is a right ideal of W/RX( D j with its column module 
isomorphic to ak( f( D)). Any member of fiI( A( D))kxk is of the form 
g(D)(&), g(D) E R. Thus g(D)(&) E &.( f(o))k if and only if 
f( D)g(D)(SZ,) = 0. By Lemma 2.2(i) it is equivalent to f(D)g(D) E RX(D). 
Hence by Lemma 2.1(v) 
u-‘(S2,(f(D))k) = fC(D)R/RA(D). 
Consequently by applying CT, we get 
nk(.f(D)) = f*(D)aktX(D)zk)- 
Consider RfC(D)R. Since by Lemma 2J(iii) the gcd of entries of f*(D) 
is 1, Rp( D)R = R. Hence 
fik(A(D)zk) = Rf*(D)Rfi,(~(D)I,) = Rak(f(D))- 
This proves the theorem. 
hOPOSITION 2.4. Let p(D) E F[ D] be a nonconstant monk polyno- 
mid, and f(D) E I? be regular with bound A(D), a factor of p( 0). Then: 
(i) 
CL(D) 
nk(f(D)) = f *(D)x(D)st,(P(D)lk). 
Proof. Let S E a#( D)) have ,u( D) as its minimal polynomial. Then 
Ql(p(D)) = F[D]S = F[D]/F[D]p(D) gives 
so that 
P(D) 
ak(x( D)zk) = - -qD) ak(~(D)zk). 
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This fact together with Theorem 2.3 gives (i). Let K(D) be the gcd of entries 
of f(D). By Lemma 2.l(vi), f**(D) = [l/~(D)]flD) and bound(f*(D)) = 
A( D)/k( D). so 
&(f*(D)) = f **(oh 
. . 
= &f( D)Qk 
= f(D)Qk(x(D)‘k). 
This proves (ii). Now 
bomd($$f*(D))=$$ and ($$f*(D))*=f"(D). 
We get 
&( $f*(D)) =f**fD)sa,( $+k) 
= f( D)ek(dD)ik)- 
This proves (iii). Finally, let ikf be a finite F[ D]-submodule of r&(F). We 
can find a monk polynomial p(D) of positive degree in F[ D] such that 
JA( D)M = 0. ~onsequentiy M C &(p( D)I&). By Lemma 2.2(i), a-‘(Mk) is a 
right ideal of R/@(D) with its column module isomorphic to M. So for 
some PER with p(D)RcflD)R, u-'(Mk)=f(D)R, where R= 
R/Rp( D). Clearly fl D) is regular with its bound A( D j a factor of p(D). 
Then by (iii) 
M = f(D)SZk(I.L(D)Ik) E Lk(F)* 
This proves the proposition. 
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It is nlow immediate from Proposition 2.4(iv) that L,(F) is closed under 
finite sums and intersections. Let !J,( A( D)) E Lk( F), 1 G i G r. Let h,(D) be 
the bound of &(I?) and X(D) be the lcm of the A,( 0)‘s. By the above 
proposition and the isomorphism u in (2.2) we get 
where 
dD)R = i A*(D) 
ND) 
qjqR and P(D) =bo=-h(D)). 
i=l i 
This is a formula for finding the sums of members of L,(F), and a similar 
formula can be given for intersections. Tnese formulae are analogous to 
[9, Theorems 8.54, 8.551. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let f(D) E R be regular and nonunit, and haue bound 
X(D)=Il~~pi(D)’ I, where pr( D) are distinct m&c irreducible polynomials 
in F[D] and ti 2 1. Let 9i(D)=ni.,PI(D)fl. Then 
Qk(f(D)) = @ it ak(&(D)), 
i-l 
where A( 0) ha bound pi(D)” and 
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Proof. Now A( D)Q,( f( D)) = 0. As RQk( f( D)) = Q,( A( DJZ,) by Theo- 
rem 2.3, we get that t&e annihilator of !&(A D)) in F[ D] is X( D)F [ D]. So 
the primary decomposition of !J,( f( D)) over F[ D] gives 
and the annihilator of cli( D)S2,( f( D)) in F[ D] is F [ D] pi( D)‘i. Consequently 
by using Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.4, we get 
for some 6(D) with bound pi( D)‘i. 
For any regular f(D) E R with bound X(D), as &.( f(D)) C St,(X( D)I,) 
= &$(A( D))kx l, the fact that each member of Q1(A(D)) is ultimately periodic 
[9, Theorem 8.71, gives that each member of st,( f( D)) is ultimately periodic. 
For any S E &(f( D)), let V(S) denote its least period. The following 
theorem describes a relationship between the periodicities of members of 
QXW)) and of Wf(W. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let f(D) E R be regular rwnunit with bound X(D). For 
each S E QxX( D)), thm exists T E Qk( f( D)) such that m(S) = m(T). Fur- 
ther there exists TO E Qn,( f( II)) such that r(T) divides II fir every 
T E %LfUv). 
Proof. Let { eij: 1~ i, j < k} be the set of matrix units in R. By the 
isomorphism D in Lemma 2.2, 
a,( A( D)I,) = Re,,. 
where E = R/RX(D), as left R-modules. Let A(D) = I-I:= ,pi( D)‘i with 
E~( D) distinct manic irreducible polynomials and ti 2 1. Let m = 1. Then 
fig,, is a uniserial left E-module of composition length b,; so is Q,(X(D)Z,). 
Consider S’ E Q,( X( D)). Then S = [S’, 0, 0, . . . , OIT E Qk(X( D)Z,). As 
R&(f(D)) = Qk( h( D)Zk), there exists S, E a,( J~( D)) such that RS, = RS. 
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Consequently T( S,) = V(S) = g(S). For m > 1, Lemma by 2.5 
with each fi( D) having bound ui( D)“. 
NOW ~t,( A( D)) = 8, Cy_ IQl( pi( D)ti)> SO S’ = Cr;l, 1Si, Si E a,( pi( 0)“). 
Since RQk( x(D)) = n,( Pi(D)ti), by the case for m = 1, there exists q G 
Qk( $( D)) with W(T) r S( Si). Then T = CiT, E Slk( f( D)) with W(T) = r(S’). 
IA So E W(W) have X( II) as its minimal polynomial, and To E &.(fD)) 
be such that or = w(SO). It is immediate that for any T E &( f( D)), 
~r( T) I vr( To). This proves the theorem. 
3. CANONICAL FORM 
As in the previous ection, R = (F[ D])kxk, where F is a Galois field. Let 
f(D) E R be regular and nonunit, and have bound X(O). Since, by Lemma 
(2.5), Qn,( fl D)) is a direct sum of S&J (D)), with each J(D) having its 
bound pi(B)‘i for some irreducible polynomial pi(D), and ti > 1, we take 
X(D) = Pi for some monk irreducible polynomial p(D) and t >/ 1. Let 
{ eii : I, G i, j G k } be a set of_matrix units in R. Now E = R/Rp( D)’ is a 
primary uniserial ring. Thus R is a Q&ring, and every R-module is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules (see Faith [S, Chapter 251). Consequently, given any 
left ideal K of E, one can write 
and 
K=e3 iKZi 
i=l 
for some orthogonal indecomposable idempotents ei. Further, K contains no 
nonzero ideal of R if and only if Ke, = 0 for some i. Consequently by 
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[6, p. 59, Theorem 21 there exists A E R which is invertible modulo Rp(D)‘, 
such that 
where B E R is an inverse of A module I@(D)‘. Since hound HD)) = 6, we 
have %Af( D)Z& = 6 for some i. Thus if RAflD)B + R&D)‘= fig(D), 
then bound(g( D)) = p( Z?)t. As B = x-l, by using Lemma 2.1(v) we get 
g*( D)R = Afr(D)R + Rp(D)‘. 
Thus 
= AQk(f(D)). 
This gives the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f( D) E R be regular with bound p(D)’ fm some manic 
irreducibb polynomial p(D) and t >, 1. Then there exists A E ;ir, which is 
invertible nwdulo Rp( D)‘, and g(D) E R with bound p( D)t such that 
-- -- 
mf(D)B= Rg(D) = @ i Rg(D)eii, 
i=l 
and 
here E is ihe inverse o_f A. 
iQ3 
We now prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f(D) E R be reguhzr nonunit with bound P(D)’ for 
some irreducible polynomial p(D) and t > 1. Then there existi A E R invert- 
ibk mod& Rp(D)’ such that 
AQ,(f@)) = [~,(P(D)“),Q,(P(D)“),...,~,(P(D)”)]~ 
for sosw uniquely determined ti mh that 0 < ti < ti+ 1 fm i < k arxi t, = C. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 there exists A E R,_invertible modulo Rp(D)‘, 
and g(D) E R with bound p( II)‘, such that in R = R,/Rp( D)‘, 
mf(D)jp = 
-- -- 
Rg(D) =@ i Rg(D)Z,, 
i=l 
-- 
e... We can choose A such that the composition length d( Rg( D)Zi) > 
~~~~~i+,,. Let u.=d(Rg(D)iZi). Then UiZUi+l, and as seen above 
Lemma 3.1, some E&Jei, = 0, so that uk = 0. Further, Ui are uniquely 
determined by the composition lengths of uniserial submodules occurring in -- 
any decomposition of Rf(D) as a direct sum of &serial modules. As -- 
Rg( II)& is uniserial with composition length Ui, 
-- 
Rg(D) ei = p( D)“q, ti=t -q. 
_P -- 
SO Rg(D) = Q,(D), where 
g,(D) =diag(p(D)“,P(D)‘2,...,P(D)‘L) 
with ti,<ti+, forixkand tk=t.Then 
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Hence by Lemma 3.1 
Let A’ E R be an inverse of A module Rp( D)‘. Then 
Q&f(D)) = A’[B,(P(D)‘~),P,(P(L))~P),..,~~(P(~)~~)]~. 
So by Lemmas 1.1 and 2.2@) we get 
where Ai is a uniserial right R-module of composition length ti. Conse- 
quently ti are uniquely determined by f*( D)R. 
In [ 131 an algorithm has been given to find a basis of Qr(X(D)) for any 
X(D) E F[ D]. Using this algorithm, the above theorem can help to write 
down a basis of Q,(f(D)). The distribution of sequences of different period- 
icities in Qi(h( D)) is well known. The above theorem, together with the 
known results on distribution in Qr(x(D)), can be used to give the distribu- 
tion of sequences of different periodicities in Q&f(D)). For a fixed t and a 
fixed k, the number of canonical forms given by the above theorem is 
qk;‘)(:)p O<i<min(k-l,t). 
i 
We end this paper with an elementary example of the concepts and 
results given in it. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let 
F = {O,U} , FP)= [:, y]. 
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Then 
P(D)= [ j-)l _4] and bound(f(D))=D”-l=(D-l)(D+l). 
Now S&(D’- 1) is the set of all sequences over F of the type Sta,8, = (s,), 
52, =a, SZn+l = & So Q2(flD)) = f*(D)S12((D2 - l)I,) is the set of se- 
quences over F 2X10ftheform(o,)suchthatforsomecu,fl~F 
Here p,(D) = D - 1, p2( D) = D + 1, ql( D) ~7: D + 1, 92(D) = D - 1. I+- 
tier, ~xDJQ~(~( D)) is the set of sequences of the form (u,) such that for 
some cu E F, 
NOW ql( D)f*( D)R + ( D2 - l)R = gl( D)R, where 
D+l 
_D2_D 1_oDe ’ 
1 
i$tD) = [“_--j-j “1) 
Then 
91(D)&(f(D)) = %(dD!)- 
Similarly Q2( D)&( f( D)) consists of sequences of the form (0,) such that for 
some (Y E F, 
a 
v2n= ..-.a = -v2n+l, ( 1 
and it equal:; Sa,(& D)), where 
fO=[ 
D+l 0 
2 I -0 -1’ 
The author is extremely thankful to the referee for his various suggestions. 
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